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antitrust!case!law!encouraged!that!presumption.!!Through!the!1970’s,!the!infamous!“Nine!NoONo’s”!approach!to!intellectual!property!embedded!that!skepticism!into!enforcement!decisions!and!judicial!thinking!about!intellectual!property!and!antitrust.!!!!Economic!learning!soon!would!change!matters.!!The!Antitrust!Modernization!Committee!Report!(“AMC!Report”)!notes!the!dramatic!reversal!that!would!take!place!over!the!next!several!decades:!!! The!influence!of!economic!learning!about!the!competitive!benefits!of!intellectual!! property!and!the!potential!efficiencies!of!intellectual!property!licensing!and!other!! conduct!reversed!this!trend.!In!1981!the!Chief!of!the!Intellectual!Property!Section!of!! the!Antitrust!Division!explained!that!because!patents!increase!the!reward!for!! research!and!development,!inventions!are!produced!that!otherwise!would!not!have!! come!about!(or!would!not!have!come!about!as!quickly);!in!those!cases,!“the!! availability!of!a!patent![serves]!only!to!benefit!competition—!to!make!additional!or!! less!expensive!choices!available!to!consumers.”!!In!1981!officials!from!the!DOJ!! renounced!the!Nine!NoONos.!!The!1995!Antitrust!Guidelines!for!the!Licensing!of!! Intellectual!Property!(DOJ/FTC!IP!Guidelines),!issued!jointly!by!the!DOJ!and!the!! Federal!Trade!Commission!(FTC),!take!the!view!that!“intellectual!property!licensing!! .!.!.!is!generally!procompetitive”!and!should!be!examined!under!the!rule!of!! reason.29!!The!AMC!Report!goes!on!to!accurately!capture!the!modern!consensus!on!the!relationship!between!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!rights,!noting!that:!!! Courts!and!the!antitrust!agencies!in!recent!decades!have!evidenced!a!greater!! appreciation!of!the!importance!of!intellectual!property!in!promoting!innovation!and,!! accordingly,!the!need!to!incorporate!this!recognition!into!a!dynamic!analysis!of!! competitive!effects.!Witnesses!and!commenters!remarked!there!is!an!improved!! understanding!that!antitrust!law!and!patent!law!are!complementary,!with!both!! seeking!to!encourage!innovation!and!competition.30!!Indeed,!economic!learning!would!teach!that!any!conflict!between!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!arises!only!when!analyzing!a!single!aspect!of!the!use!/!creation!tradeoff!without!regard!to!the!overall!impact!on!social!welfare.31!!Modern!consensus!is!that!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!rights!are!not!only!compatible,!but!complementary!doctrines!with!the!shared!economic!goal!of!maximizing!innovation!and!dynamic!efficiency.!!Perhaps!the!most!obvious!examples!of!how!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!rules!adapt!to!achieve!this!goal!is!the!immunity!that!antitrust!provides!for!monopoly!in!cases!when!it!results!in!greater!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!29!ANTITRUST!MODERNIZATION!COMMITTEE!REPORT!AND!RECOMMENDATIONS!37!(2008)!(citations!omitted).!30!ID.!at!38O39.!31!See!Bruce!H.!Kobayashi!and!Michele!Burtis,!Intellectual'Property'and'Antitrust'Limits'on'Contract'in!DYNAMIC!COMPETITION!AND!PUBLIC!POLICY:!TECHNOLOGY,!INNOVATION!AND!ANTITRUST!ISSUES!229!(J.!Ellig,!ed.,!2001).'
output!than!would!a!fragmented!industry!because!of!economies!of!scale!or!allowing!the!innovating!monopolist!the!fruits!of!charging!the!monopoly!price.32!!Thus,!the!modern!antitrust!view!of!the!intersection!of!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!rules!is!that!they!“are!actually!complementary,!as!both!are!aimed!at!encouraging!innovation,!industry,!and!competition.”33!!For!example,!former!Federal!Trade!Commission!Chairman!Muris!has!explained!that!when!“properly!understood,!IP!law!and!antitrust!law!both!seek!to!promote!innovation!and!enhance!consumer!welfare.”34!!In!light!of!this!recognition!of!the!complementary!goals!of!antitrust!and!intellectual!property!to!maximize!dynamic!efficiency!and!innovation,!the!primary!challenge!in!this!area!is!to!design!rules!that!foster!competition!and!innovation!and!provide!a!backstop!which!prohibits!clearly!socially!undesirable!activity!without!deterring!innovation.!!One!powerful!example!of!this!approach!has!been!in!the!shift!in!antitrust!treatment!of!licensing!from!the!aforementioned!Nine!NoONo!approach!of!prohibiting!as!per!se!illegal!various!licensing!practices!to!the!modern!rule!of!reason!approach.35!!In!addition!to!elimination!of!these!per!se!restrictions,!and!the!elimination!of!the!market!power!presumption!in!patent!tying!cases,!in!the!Supreme!Court!has!also!relaxed!the!per!se!prohibition!against!minimum!resale!price!maintenance!in!favor!of!an!effectsObased,!rule!of!reason!approach!that!takes!into!account!the!economic!theory!and!empirical!evidence!suggesting!that!such!licensing!arrangements!are!generally!proOcompetitive.36!!Overall,!these!changes!in!antitrust!evaluation!of!patents!and!licensing!arrangements!demonstrate!a!shift!that!reflects!increased!recognition!of!the!social!value!of!patents!and!contractual!arrangements!between!intellectual!property!rights!holders!and!licensees.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!32!See!Verizon'Communications,'Inc.'v.'Law'Offices'of'Curtis'Trinko,!LLP,!540!U.S.!398!(2004)!(“The!opportunity!to!charge!monopoly!prices–at!least!for!a!short!period–is!what!attracts!‘business!acumen’!in!the!first!place;!it!induces!risk!taking!that!produces!innovation!and!economic!growth.!To!safeguard!the!incentive!to!innovate,!the!possession!of!monopoly!power!will!not!be!found!unlawful!unless!it!is!accompanied!by!an!element!of!anticompetitive!conduct.”).!33!See!generally,!FEDERAL!TRADE!COMMISSION,!TO!PROMOTE!INNOVATION:!THE!PROPER!BALANCE!OF!COMPETITION!AND!PATENT!LAW!AND!POLICY!3O9!(October!2003).!!See!also!Atari'Games'Corp.'v.'Nintendo'of'Am.,'897!F.2d!1572,!1576!(Fed.!Cir.1990).!See'also'R.!Hewitt!Pate,!Refusals'to'Deal'and'Intellectual'Property'Rights,!10!GEO.!MASON!L.!REV.!429,!429!(2002)!(“Intellectual!property!and!antitrust!laws!share!a!common!objective!–!to!encourage!innovation,!industry,!and!competition.”).!34!Timothy!J.!Muris,!Competition'and'Intellectual'Property'Policy:'The'Way'Ahead,!speech!before!American!Bar!Association!Antitrust!Section,!Fall!Forum!2!(Nov.!15,!2001),!at!http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/muris/intellectual.htm.!!35!ANTITRUST!GUIDELINES!FOR!THE!LICENSING!OF!INTELLECTUAL!PROPERTY,!supra'note!33!at!§!3.4!(1995)!(indicating!that!the!agencies!will!use!the!rule!of!reason!except!for!exceptional!circumstances!warranting!per!se!treatment).!36!Leegin'Creative'Leather'Products,'Inc.'v.'PSKS,'Inc.,!551!U.S.!877!(2007).!!
4. A!Principled!Approach!to!Antitrust!Analysis!of!the!Seed!
Industry!!
a. This!is!a!business!dispute!and!not!an!antitrust!issue!!Appropriate!error!cost!analysis!requires!that!we!are!circumspect!before!engaging!in!antitrust!enforcement!grounded!in!competitor!claims.!!The!inherent!uncertainty!regarding!the!economic!consequences!of!conduct,!coupled!with!competitors’!poor!incentives!and!the!huge!costs!of!error,!counsel!strongly!against!antitrust!proceedings!here.!!!!Antitrust!criticism!of!the!US!seed!industry!is!often!directed!at!Monsanto,!and!most!of!this!criticism!comes!from!a!handful!of!competitors.!!The!American!Antitrust!Institute’s!white!paper,!for!example,!goes!to!great!length!to!point!out!increasing!concentration!in!the!seed!industry,!and!to!try!to!explain!away!increases!in!innovation!that!have!occurred!at!the!same!time.!!But!a!clear!picture!of!the!industry!does!show!that!patents!are!fairlyOevenly!distributed!among!competitors,!Monsanto!has!a!lessOthanOdominant!share!in!certain!crops!(soybeans,!for!example),!Pioneer!(DuPont),!Monsanto’s!principle!rival!has!a!large!and!growing!share!of!the!soybean!and!corn!biotech!seed!markets,!and!that!innovation!continues!apace,!with!forthcoming!(allegedly)!advances!not!only!in!pest!resistance!and!yield,!but!in!nutritional!content,!as!well.!!!!Meanwhile,!Monsanto!and!DuPont!are!engaged!in!a!protracted!patent!dispute,!and!these!antitrust!allegations!have!surfaced!significantly!only!after!DuPont!raised!antitrust!counterclaims!in!that!suit.!!But!that!dispute!is!a!business!dispute!between!sophisticated!parties!over!the!meaning!of!certain!licensing!terms.!!While!huge!sums!are!at!stake!for!the!competitors,!it!is!not!clear!that!there!are!social!welfare!ramifications!requiring!government!intervention.!!One!of!the!primary!criticisms!of!licensing!practices!in!this!industry!turns!on!the!ability!of!a!biotech!company!to!negotiate!fieldOofOuse!restrictions.!!It!is!no!coincidence!that!this!is!the!general!area!of!dispute!between!Monsanto!and!DuPont.!!!To!the!extent!that!the!government!sees!fit!to!limit!licensing!agreements!in!this!area,!it!has!implications!for!many!other!sectors!of!the!US!economy!where!IP!owners!choose!to!license.!!The!ramifications!are!significant,!as!we!have!suggested:!!The!inability!to!negotiate!wellOcrafted!licenses!with!appropriate!terms!is!a!disincentive!to!innovate!and,!more!importantly,!commercialize!innovations.!!An!allOorOnothing!approach!to!patent!licensing!will!preclude!licenses!to!strong!competitors!as!well!as!smaller!licensees,!unable!or!unwilling!to!pay!for!an!unrestricted!license.!!And!this!effect!would!ripple!throughout!the!economy,!deterring!a!range!of!procompetitive!agreements!and!forcing!a!higher!degree!of!vertical!concentration!in!markets!where!the!only!alternative!to!unrestricted!licensing!is!integration.!Indeed,!precisely!because!Monsanto’s!competitors!like!DuPont!also!rely!on!patents!and!complex!licensing!terms,!in!agriculture!as!well!as!in!other!sectors,!even!these!particular!competitors!would!be!at!risk!from!such!an!overreaching!antitrust!approach.!!After!all,!there!is!often!a!private!or!government!actor!willing!to!take!up!the!cause!of!the!next!smallest!competitor,!and!so!on!down!the!line.!!!!!
The!Green!Revolution!was!one!of!the!most!significant!humanitarian!success!stories!of!all!time,!built!on!innovation!and!ingenuity!in!the!seed!industry.!!As!we!have!progressed,!the!methods!of!genetic!modification!of!our!food!supply!have!evolved,!and,!while!more!is!possible,!genetic!modification!is!more!expensive!and!more!contentious!than!ever.!!!!Meanwhile,!it!is!precisely!this!massive!innovation!and!the!consequent!distribution!of!intellectual!property!that!will!increase!both!the!productivity!and!quality!(along!many!dimensions)!of!our!crops.!!The!consequences!of!erroneous!deterrence!of!this!progress!are!enormous,!particularly!for!the!poorest!and!most!unhealthy!people!on!the!planet.!!!Moreover,!deterring!the!sorts!of!practices!that!facilitate!innovation!in!the!seed!industry!would!likely!deter!innovation!throughout!the!economy,!with!furtherOreaching!effects.!
b. Antitrust!Analysis!of!Monsanto’s!Licensing!Restrictions!!
!Although!a!full!antitrust!analysis!of!licensing!practices!in!the!biotech!seed!industry!is!beyond!the!scope!of!this!brief!submission,!it!is!important!to!make!a!few!preliminary!remarks!here.!!The!primary!complaint!against!Monsanto!is!that!it!employs!fieldOofOuse!or!“antiOstacking”!provisions!in!its!licenses!to!anticompetitive!effect.!!But!these!claims!are!not!backed!by!any!empirical!support,!and!casual!empiricism!of!the!biotech!seed!industry!suggests!that!both!innovation!and!widespread!distribution!of!benefits!to!consumers,!both!farmers!and!endOusers,!are!common.!!Of!particular!note,!according!to!the!USDA’s!own!statistics,!in!1988,!consumers!spent!12.5!percent!of!their!disposable!income!on!food.!!By!2008!that!figure!had!dropped!to!roughly!11.6!percent,!despite!the!fact!that!2008!witnessed!the!largest!increase!in!food!prices!—!roughly!5.5!percent—since!1990.37!!Meanwhile,!the!GAO!performed!its!own!study!of!concentration!in!various!levels!of!the!food!marketing!chain!and!concluded!that!there!is!no!evidence!that!increased!concentration!has!led!to!any!“adverse!affects!on!commodity!or!food!prices.”38!!The!complainedOof!licensing!practices,!meanwhile,!have!wellOestablished!procompetitive!justifications.!!FieldOofOuse!restrictions!are!contractual!provisions!that!enable!a!licensor!to!!divide!the!rights!to!its!technology,!allowing!it!to!allocate!production!more!efficiently!among!licensees!and!allowing!it!to!ensure!optimal!use!and!branding!of!its!property.!!As!Hovenkamp,!Janis!and!Lemley,!make!clear:!“[e]xcept!in!unusual!circumstances,!fieldOofOuse!restrictions!are!not!troubling!from!a!competitive!perspective.”39!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!37!Economic!Research!Service,!United!States!Department!of!Agriculture,!“Briefing!Room:!Food!CPI!and!Expenditures,!Table!8,”!available!at!http://ers.usda.gov/Briefing/CPIFoodAndExpenditures/Data/Expenditures_tables/table8.htm!!38!US!Government!Accountability!Office,!“U.S.!Agriculture:!Retail!Food!Prices!Grew!Faster!Than!the!Prices!Farmers!Received!for!Agricultural!Commodities,!but!Economic!Research!Has!Not!Established!That!Concentration!Has!Affected!These!Trends,”!GAOO09O746R!at!p.!3!(June!30,!2009),!available'at'
http://www.gao.gov/products/GAO3093746R.!39!HERBERT!HOVENKAMP,!ET!AL.,!supra!note!25!at!§3.3b5.!
!In!the!case!of!Monsanto’s!licenses,!the!restrictions,!found!in!licenses!to!competitors,!prevent!competitors!from!developing!seed!traits!with!similar!functions!to!the!licensed!traits!and!incorporating!them!together!into!their!own!products.!!One!obvious!procompetitive!intent!is!to!maintain!quality!control,!where!a!user!of!the!seed!would!be!unable!to!tell!if!any!bad—or!good—functioning!was!attributable!to!Monsanto!or!not.!!Of!particular!relevance,!Monsanto!does!not,!at!least!in!its!contract!with!DuPont!that!is!the!subject!of!the!two!companies’!ongoing!patent!dispute!and!the!source!of!many!of!these!allegations,!restrict!the!stacking!of!its!traits!with!other!traits!that!perform!different!functions—only!with!those!traits!developed!by!other!companies!that!purport!to!perform!the!same!function!(in!this!case,!providing!resistance!to!Monsanto’s!Roundup!herbicide).!!At!the!same!time,!antiOstacking!restrictions!can!help!to!preserve!for!a!patent!holder!the!ability!to!compete!in!other!markets,!ensuring!that!its!own!intellectual!property!is!not!used!to!preclude!it!from!competition!in!other!areas!or,!in!the!case!of!seeds,!with!newer!traits!or!combinations!of!traits.!!The!extent!to!which!Monsanto!licenses!its!intellectual!property!to!competitors!is!striking,!and!fieldOofOuse!restrictions!are!essential!to!this!widespread!distribution!of!Monsanto’s!innovation.!!“In!sum,!one!would!not!ordinarily!expect!output!under!a!licenseOplusOfieldOofOuse!restriction!to!be!less!than!output!with!no!license!at!all,!and!it!could!be!significantly!greater.”40!
5. Conclusion!!One!central!lesson!taught!by!economics!and!political!science!is!that!there!are!a!set!of!basic!questions!we!should!ask!when!thinking!about!how!to!structure!laws!for!governing!market!players!using!legal!systems!like!antitrust!and!patent.!!We!should!recognize!that!decisions!we!make!about!particular!cases!will!impact!how!future!parties!will!engage!in!similar!situations.!!We!should!fully!expect!that!we!would!not!be!able!to!select!the!true,!correct,!outcome!in!every!given!case!with!certainty!and!so!should!try!to!be!wary!of!the!costs!of!both!types!of!errors!in!decisionOmaking:!saying!no!when!we!should!have!said!yes!and!saying!yes!when!we!should!have!said!no.!!We!should!then!try!to!figure!out!who!is!best!able!to!provide!and!evaluate!the!information!needed!to!make!a!correct!decision!and!be!vigilant!of!the!different!ways!that!interest!group!politics!can!drive!these!decisions.!!!We!urge!antitrust!regulators!to!be!very!wary!about!wading!into!this!area!too!quickly!and!too!forcefully,!if!at!all.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!40!HERBERT!HOVENKAMP,!ET!AL.,!IP!AND!ANTITRUST:!AN!ANALYSIS!OF!ANTIRUST!PRINCIPLES!APPLIED!TO!INTELLECTUAL!PROPERTY!LAW!(2004!SUPP.)!at!§33.4.!!
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